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I. In the statement of most extant theorems concerning optimal

control, a fundamental hypothesis is that of the existence of a control

function which drives the controlled system from a given initial state

to a specified target. Thus the utility of these theorems is contingent

upon the solution of what is itself a fundamental and difficult problem

of the mathematical theory of control: the so-called controllability

problem. One thus is led to ask if it is possible, through suitable re-

formulation of the basic problem of optimal control, to prove ana-

logues of existing theorems with a weaker hypothesis than that of

controllability. That it may be possible in some cases is suggested by

the comments in [l] concerning the minimum miss distance problem.

Stated loosely, the minimum miss distance problem is that of con-

trolling the motion of an object (interceptor) in such a way as to

minimize its distance of closest approach (miss distance) to another

moving object (target). In [l], a mathematical formulation of this

problem was presented for the case in which the interceptor is de-

scribed mathematically by a system of ordinary differential equations

involving a number of more or less arbitrary (control) functions and

the target is described in mathematical generality sufficient to include

most cases of interest in applications of optimal control theory.

In this paper we present a detailed analysis of the minimum miss

distance problem as formulated in [l]. We show that: (i) if there is a

control which moves the interceptor closer to the target (a weakening

of the controllability hypothesis) then the conditions of Filippov's

existence theorem [2] are sufficient to ensure the existence of a control

which not only minimizes miss distance but does so in minimum time;

(ii) among other topological properties, the set B„ of initial data from

which it is possible for the interceptor to get closer to the target pos-

sesses the property of being open (a property of substantial utility in

the solution of optimal feedback control problems). Finally, we estab-

lish a simple criterion, in the case of a fixed point target, for the non-

emptiness of the set B„, the nonemptiness of this set being equivalent
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to the existence of initial data for which the weakened controllability

hypothesis of (i) is satisfied.

II. Let U denote a (control) set of vector-valued functions u hav-

ing bounded, Lebesgue measurable components and which map the

set IT = {110 ̂  / ^ T} into euclidean w-space Rm. Let / be a continuous

map of ITXR"XRm; then for each (t0, x0, u)EIrXRnX U, the local

existence of a solution (in the sense of Caratheodory) of the differen-

tial equation

(1) x = /(t, x, u(t)),        x(t0) = x0,

is assured. We assume that the solutions of (1) are unique and we

denote the value of a solution by xu(t; to, Xo). We assume further that

for each (to, x0, u)EIrXRnX U, the solution may be continued over

the interval [<o,r].

Let us denote by {0™; <i} the space of all nonvoid, compact subsets

of Rn, metrized by the Hausdorff distance, d. A continuous map

t~G(t) of IT into {SLn; d} will be called a target [l, p. 264]. For a point

xERn and a nonvoid compact subset AERn, the distance d(x, A)

between x and A is defined by

d(x, A) = min \\x — a\\

where || -|| denotes the norm in Rn. In [l, Lemma l] it is shown that

the map (x, A)~d(x, A) is continuous on RnX {fl"; d].

In this paper we shall assume a prescribed target; we define a miss

distance, 8(t, x, u), for (1) by

8(l, x, u) =   min  d(xu(r; t, x), G(r)).
re[i,T]

As shown in [l], the set

3«(/, x) = {rE [t, T] | d(xu(r; t, x), G(t)) = 8(1, x, u))

has a least element—the first time o/ closest approach—-which we de-

note by t*(t, x, u). We note that the domain of definition of both 5 and

t* is ITXRnXU.

The set of admissible controls U(t, x) is defined by

U(t, x) = {u E U\ I < t*(t, x, u) g T}

and the kernel, K(t, x), o/ U(t, x) is defined by

K(t, x) = {uE U(t, x) | (t*(l, x, u), xu(t*(t, x, u);l, x)) <$ Bx\

where
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B* = {(t, x) E It X Rn I U(l, x) is nonvoid}.

Associated with Bx are the following sets:

By = { (I, x) E B„\ 8(t, x,u) < 7 for some u E U(l, x)}, 0 < 7 < °o ;

Bo =   PI   By.

Evidently Boo = \J0<yBy, so that BM is nonvoid if and only if By is

nonvoid for some 7G(0, <*>).

Lemma 1. For eacfe T<™ and eachuE U, 8 is continuous on ITXRn.

Proof. Setting

d>(t) =   min   d(xu(r; to, Xo), G(t)) —    min   d(xu(r; to, x0), G(t)),
r£U,T] r<E[<,,T]

\P(t, t, x) = 3(x„(t;/, x), G(t)) — d(xu(r; to, x0), G(t)),

the following estimate is an elementary consequence of the definition

of 0:

<b(t) +   min  yf(T, h x) ^ &(t, x, u) — S(to, x0, u)

(2)
^ 4>(t) +   max i/(r,t,x).

rel'.T]

As a consequence of our assumptions concerning (1) and of [3, The-

orem 4.3, p. 59], it follows that when t0E(0, T] there exist «i>0,

a2>0 such that for \t—10\ <ai, ||x — x0|| <«i, \(/(t, t, x) is defined for all

rE[to— «2, T], If /o = 0 the same assertion is true with [t0—a2, T]

replaced by It. With this established, (2) may be replaced by

*(*) + min ^CT> '» *>) = 50> *> M) _ s(*°> x«> M)

^0(0 + max^(r, t, x)

where the extremizations are on [t0—a2, T] when /0>0 and on IT

when /0 = 0. In either case, the same theorem [3, loc. cit.], together

with the continuity of d, G, implies the equicontinuity at (t0, x0) of the

family (t, x)~^(r, t, x), tE [to—a2, T] (or tEIt if *o = 0). This equi-

continuity and the continuity of <p at t0 imply, by virtue of (3), the

continuity of 8 at (to, x0).

Theorem 1. For every 7, 0<7< oo, By is relatively open in ITXRn.

Proof. The assertion is trivial if By is empty. If B„ is not empty

then for (t, x)EBx we define

p(t, x, u) = d(x, G(t)) — 8(t, x, u)

and note that p(2, x, w)>0 for uEU(t, x). For all (t, x)EIrXRn such
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that tE [0, t*(to,xo,u)) , (t0, Xo)EBa, we find

d(x, G(t)) — d(xu(l*(t0, xo, u);l, x), G(t*(h, x0, u)))

= p(/o, xo, u) + [d(x, G(l)) - d(x0, G(t0))]
(4)

+ [d(xu(t*(t0, xo, u); to, xo), G(t*(l0, x0, u)))

— d(xu(l*(to, xo, u); t, x), G(t*(t0, xo, «)))].

It is then a consequence of (4), the continuity of d and G and the con-

tinuity with respect to initial parameters of the solutions of (1) that

for e>0 there exists a=a(t0, xe, u, e)>0 such that if \t —10\ <a,

\\x — xo\\ <a then

d(x, G(l)) — d(xu(t*(h, xo, u); t, x), G(t*(t0, x0, «))) > p(t0, x0, u) — e.

By taking e^p(t0, Xo, u), this shows that B„ is relatively open in

ITXRn- If (to, x0)EBy, 0<7< oo, then since for fixed wand all |/ — /0|

<a, \\x—x0\\ <a, uEU(h, x0)r\U(t, x), the continuity of 8 implies

that, by taking \t—10\, \\x — xo\\ still smaller if necessary, (t, x)EBy.

Hence, By is relatively open in ITXRn.

Theorem 2. // Bx is nonvoid and i/ there exists C> 0 such that

(*) x-/(l,x,U(t))^-C(\\x\\2+l)

/or each (t, x)EB„ and all uEU(t, x) then/or any nonvoid By, 0^7

< oo, By is bounded.

Proof. From (1) and (*) there is obtained by integration the esti-

mate

IH|2 + 1 ^ (\\x»(t*(t0, xo, u);lo, Xo)\\2 + 1)

•exp 2C(/*(/o, #0, «) — k)

for (t0, Xo)EBK, uE U(t0, xa), since (t, xu(t; to, x0))EBx for all tE [to,

t*(h, Xo, u)) and since uE U(t0, x0) implies uE U(t, xu(t; t0, x0)) on the

same interval. From the definition of 5 we find

(6) 7 > 5(/0, xo, u) = \\xu(t*(to, x0, u);t0, x0) — $!l

for some point i-EG(t*(to, x0, u)). It is easy to show by means of

a proof similar to that of [l, Lemma l] that the function .<4~

maxxs;i|H| is continuous on {fln; d) and then we obtain ||£||^/3 =

max((=7r{maxfeG(o||r|| }• It is then a consequence of (6) that

^(/"(/ci, xo, u);h, Xo)\\ < y + (S

and from this estimate and (5) there is obtained

IIso||2 + K [(7 + /?)* + 1] exp 2CT.
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Since (i0, x0) may be chosen arbitrarily in By, this completes the proof.

Theorem 3. Assume Bx is nonvoid and let d> be a mapping of ITXRn

into {Qm; d} for which the following condition is satisfied: a bounded

function u on It to Rm having Lebesgue measurable components is in U

if and only if u(t) E$(t, xu(t; to, x0)) for tEIr', then for each (t, x) EBX,

K(t, x) is nonvoid.

Proof. Let us partially order U(t0, xo) by writing ui-<u2 if and only

if t*(to, x0,ui)^t*(to, Xo, u2) and ui(t)=u2(t) almost everywhere on

[t0, t*(t0, Xo, Mi)). By the Hausdorff maximality principle, the partially

ordered system { U(t0, x0),-<} contains a maximal totally ordered

subsystem which we denote by V. Defining

a = sup t*(t0, Xo, u)
v

we see that there exists a nondecreasing sequence {un}, unEV, such

that limn^x t*(t0, x0, un) =<r. Defining two elements U\, u2E { U(t0, x0),

-<} to be equal when both Ui-<u2 and u2-<.Ui hold, we suppose {un} to

possess infinitely many distinct elements (the finite case subsequently

having an obvious treatment). Then the sequence {un}, considered as

a subset of U(t0, x0), converges in measure on [t0, <r); by virtue of |4,

Theorem 30.5s, p. 18l], the limit, u, of this sequence is in <7.4 As a

consequence of the definition of {u„}, t*(t0, Xo, u)=a so that

uE U(to, xo). If 0= T, we have immediately uEKifo, Xo) since (F, x)

G-600 for all xERn- If <r< T we reach the same conclusion, for other-

wise we may choose an arbitrary control wEUia, xu(tr; t0, Xo)) and

define a control uE Uit0, xo) by

«(0 = «(0,       t E [0, «■),

Hit) = wit),       t E [<r, T].

Now u may be used to extend V as a totally ordered subsystem,

thereby contradicting the maximality of V.

III. We now turn our attention to the problem of existence of

optimal controls for the minimum miss distance problem. Our results

are contained in

Theorem 4. Assume Bx is nonempty and let & be a mapping of

ItXR" into {&m; d} satisfying the condition of Theorem 3 as well as the

following conditions: (i) 4> is upper semicontinuous with respect to set

inclusion;  (ii) for each it, x)EIrXRn the set i?(i, x) = {fit, x, <j>)

\<j>E$it, x)} is convex; (iii) for each it, x)EItXR" and each <pE$it, x)

X-fit,x,4>) :gC(||x||2+l),

4 It is clear that the definition of u{t) on [0, to) and \<r, T] is not critical.
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where C is a positive constant. Then/or each (to, x0)EBx there exists a

control u°EU(to, Xo) which is optimal /or the minimum miss distance

problem; i.e.,

8(t0, Xo, u") =   min  5(/0, x0, u).
V{t,,zt)

Moreover, in the set U°(to, xa) 0/ such optimal controls there is one, u00,

which is optimal /or the minimum miss-minimum time problem; i.e.,

t*(t0, xo, u00) =    min   t*(tB, x„, «°).

Proof. Except for details which we examine, our proof coincides

with that of Filippov for the time optimal control problem.6 For fixed

(to, xo)EBx, set

X =    inf   S(t0, Xo, u).
V(U,xa)

If U(to, Xo) is finite, the proof is trivial. Otherwise there is a sequence

\un} ,unE U(to, Xo), for which \imn,x8(to, Xo, un) = X. The argument of

Filippov contained in the proof of [2, Theorem l] shows that the

sequence {xn}, xn(t)=xUn(t; t0, x0), is uniformly bounded and equi-

continuous on [to, T]. There is thus a subsequence of {xn\ which

converges uniformly on this interval to an absolutely continuous

function whose value we denote by x(t). Filippov's argument [2, loc.

cit. ] then shows that there is a function u°E U for which x is a solu-

tion of (1) with u replaced by u°. In a manner similar to that of the

proof of Lemma 1 we find

min    [d(xn(r), G(r)) - d(x(r), G(t))\
?€[<„,T]

(7) g 8(t0, X0, Un)   — 5(/0, Xo, W°)

^    max    [d(x„(T), G(t))  - d(x(r), G(r))].
rS[«0,r]

From this estimate, together with the continuity of d, G and the uni-

form convergence of a subsequence of jx„} to x, we conclude that

8(t0, xo, u°) =X. Hence u°E U(t0, xo) and the proof of the first assertion

is complete.

Now let us set

r) =     inf    t*(t0, xo, u");
UHh.xt)

6 A proof can be given which displays Theorem 4 as a corollary of Filippov's

theorem; however, we believe the present proof casts more light on the relationship

between Theorem 4 and the preceding results.
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certainly 77^ t0 and we wish to show first of all that v >t0. If U°ito,x0) is

finite this demonstration, as well as the proof of the second assertion of

the theorem, is trivial. Hence, assuming U°ito, Xo) to be infinite, there

is a sequence {vn}, vnEU0it0, x0), such that limn^xt*it0, x0, vn)=v.

Since t7°(/o, Xo)EKita, x0) we see that if n = to then every neighbor-

hood of itn, Xo) intersects the complement of Bx. This contradicts

Theorem 1, so we conclude that 77>/0- Since the sequence {yn},

y„(0—x„n(£; t0, Xo), is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous on

[to, T] we may conclude as above that there exists v°EU for which the

solution of (1), with u replaced by v°, is the uniform limit on [to, T] of

a subsequence of {yn} ■ By virtue of (7) we see that v"E U°it0, x0) and

thus r)^t*it0, Xo, v°). On the other hand, denoting by yit) the value of

the solution of (1) corresponding to v° and taking a subsequence of

{y„} if necessary, we find by virtue of the continuity of the functions

involved that

lim 8(<0, Xo, vn)
n—> so

(8)
=  hm diynit*il0, x0, vn)), Git*ito, x0, ?>„))) = diyiv), G(n)).

n—* <»

Since 5(<o, x0, vn) is independent of n, (8) implies that 7]^t*it0, x0, v0)

and this together with the above result yields n = t*ito, x0, v°). With

the identification u00 = v° the proof of the theorem is complete.

Finally let us consider the set 03 defined by

03 = {it, x) E -Boo I oil, x, u) = 0 for some u E UQ,, x)}.

Evidently if 03 is not empty then B0 is not empty; conversely we have

Corollary 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 4, if B0 is not empty

then 03 is not empty and therefore 03 = B0.

Proof. As a consequence of Theorem 4 and the definition of By, if

ito, xo)EB0 then there is a sequence {wn}, w„EU°it0, x0), such that

5(<o, xo, wn) <n~l. An argument like that of Theorem 4 permits us to

conclude that there exists uE U°ito, x0) such that 8(i0, x0, w) =0.

By virtue of Corollary 1 and Theorem 1, the set 03 is a Borel set

when the conditions of Theorem 4 are satisfied. Hence, denoting by

p. Lebesgue measure in ITXRn, A3 is /x-measurable. Moreover, if the

condition (iii) of Theorem 4 is strengthened by replacing x-f by

|x-/|, then it follows from Theorem 2 that ju(03) < 00. The following

open question is of interest: what conditions suffice to ensure that

M(03)>0?

IV. Throughout this section we assume that Git) = {o} for tEIr

and that $ is a mapping of ITXRn into {flOT; d} having a constant
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value $ and satisfying the condition of Theorem 3. We define

*(/,*) = {<bE$\x-/(l, x, <b) <0};

D = {(/, x) E It X R" | *(*, *) is nonvoid}.

Theorem 5. Bx is nonvoid i/ and only i/ D is nonvoid; moreover, a

point (to, Xo)EBx only i/ D has a nonvoid intersection with the set o/

points attainable /rom (to, x0) with controls in U.

Proof. If (to, x0)ED then there exists <boE^(to, x0); by continuity

of/ there exists t2E(to, T] such that

xz(t; to, xo) -/(t, Xu(t; to, x0), <b0) < 0, t E [to, h),

where u(t) =<b0 on [t0, T]. From

IW|2-|k(';'°>*o)||2

(9) f
= — 2 I   xu(\;lo,x0)-/(\,xu(\;lo,xo),u(\))d\

there follows then ||xo||2>||xu(^i; to, xo)\\2 so that DQBX.

Conversely, let (to, x0) EBX; then for uE U(t0, x0),

0 < ||x0||2 - \\xu(t*(to, x0, «);/„, z0)||2

= — 2 J xu(X; to, xo) -/(X, xu(\;t0, x0), u(\))d\.

From (10) a contradiction is obtained if it be assumed that x-/(t, x, <p)

^0 on ITXR"X$; hence, D is nonvoid.

For the final assertion, we note that if (/0, xo)EB„, the assumption

that (t, xu(t; to, Xo))ED on [/0, t*(ta, Xo, «)) for every uE U(t0, x0) leads

to a contradiction in the same way as that obtained from (10).

Added in Proof. Depending as it does on Theorem 1, the proof we

have given for the final assertion of Theorem 4 is not valid without an

additional restriction, such as that imposed in §IV, on €>. A similar

comment applies to the final paragraph of §111.
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